Intuitionistic Center-Free FCM Clustering for MR Brain Image Segmentation.
In this paper, an intuitionistic center-free fuzzy c-means clustering method (ICFFCM) is proposed for magnetic resonance (MR) brain image segmentation. First, in order to suppress the effect of noise in MR brain images, a pixel-to-pixel similarity with spatial information is defined. Then, for the purpose of handling the vagueness in MR brain images as well as the uncertainty in clustering process, a pixel-to-cluster similarity measure is defined by employing the intuitionistic fuzzy membership function. These two similarities are used to modify the center-free FCM so that the ability of the method for MR brain image segmentation could be improved. Second, on the basis of the improved center-free FCM method, a local information term, which is also intuitionistic and center-free, is appended to the objective function. This generates the final proposed ICFFCM. The consideration of local information further enhances the robustness of ICFFCM to the noise in MR brain images. Experimental results on the simulated and real MR brain image datasets show that ICFFCM is effective and robust. Moreover, ICFFCM could outperform several fuzzy-clustering-based methods and could achieve comparable results to the standard published methods like statistical parametric mapping and FMRIB automated segmentation tool.